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Before I talk, I’d like first to thanks CT to invite me to here to share our recent work about one-way electromagnetic wave.And give me an opportunity to learned new development in the field of topology and PT symmetry studies. Today, I’d like to talk about how to bend the one-way wave beam using magnetic material system. The title of my talk is …, I’m from school of electronic sciences and … 
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I’ll briefly introduce the applications of wave beam. 



 Background and Motivations 

one-way wave is supported by two kind of modes 
• Edge modes 
• Bulk modes  

L. Feng, et al. Science 333 729 (2011) 

• Bulk mode 
PT symmetry,  loss-gain,  Si  

Z. Wang et al. Nature 461, 772(2009) 

• Edge mode 
Chiral edge state,  MPC,  Ferrite  
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Presentation Notes
Since the talks in last two days have been given a good background of one-way wave phenonon, so I will not talk about more background in this field, just introduce our understanding about the systems of one-way wave transmission.In our understanding, the one-way wave propagation may be classifyed into two kind of modes. The edge modes or bulk modes though the underly mechinism may different for different kind of materials or waves. For example, if you use edge mode to realize one-way wave propagation, the mechanisim may be chiral edge state, the realiztion could be using magnetic PC, and the materials may be the ferrite as reported in the this work shown in Nature . If you use bulk mode, the underlying mechanism could be PT symmetry, the realization technique is, for example, loss-gain method, the material is the sillicon as this work published in Science Concern about he realization, there are many ways for the edge mode or bulk mode . Since I’m more familiar to the magnetic system, I will just focus on the realization by using magnetic materials. 



Realization of one-way edge modes  

F.D.M.Haldane and  S.Raghu, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 
013904(2008) 

Z. Wang, et al. Nature 461, 
772(2009) 

Y. Poo, et al.,  Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 106, 093903 (2011) 

Chiral edge states 
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For the realization of one-way wave propagation using magnetic materials. you can use the chiral edge states, which was first propaose by Halam in theortical studies, and then experimtary demonstrated by Wang at MIT by using waveguide mode, and after that a pure surface wave mode in our group. 



SPP at the support of magnetic field 

Z. Yu et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 
023902 (2008) 

S.Y. Liu et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 
97, 201113 (2010) Y. Poo et al. Appl. Phys. Lett 

101, 081912 (2012) 
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And you can also use SPP at the support of bias magnetic field, which casues gyromagnetic permittivtiy like this work pulished in PRL, or gyomagntice permeability like this work in APL.Experimentally, our group verify the theortcal studies one-way wave tramission base on the MPC, and observe non-reciperocal wave transmission and its robustnees 



At nonreciprocal modes, 
wave goes in one direction 

At frozen mode, wave goes 
in one directions because of  
in the other direction vg=0 

Realization of Non-reciprocal bulk modes  

A. Figotin and I. Vitebsky, Phys. Rev. E 63, 
066609 (2001) 
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For the realization of one-way wave using bulk mode.In the case of one-dimention, you can compose a PC including non-reciperoal material, for example, ferrite , to break the time reversal symmetry. This was down in many years ago by Figotin. As displayed in this band structure, at the frequency range marked in yellow, for the opposite diretions in k-space. The band is quit different.



Zongfu Yu, et al, Applied Physics Letters 
90, 121133 (2007) 

Each primitive cell consists of two high-
index BIG layers, with opposite 
magnetic directions along z directions, 
and a low-index SiO2 layer 

Bismuth iron 
garnet (BIG) 
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Another realization, is in the layer PC, two magnetic slabs with opposite direction of magnetization are included. Which result in the breaking of both time and parity symmetry. In the band structure, there is band shift along the x-axis as shown in this figure. Therefore, when the wave beam incident boliquely onto the PC, the transmission the allowed in this direction, because the continues condition of wave vector k is satisfied at this interface, but it is not allowed in opposite transmission due the continuous condition is not satisfied.   



Cheng He, et al, Physical Review B 
83, 075117 (2011) 

2D Magnetic Photonic Crystals 
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This scheme is further extebded to the two dimentional magnetic PC.By cut the circular rod into semi-circular rod, the parity syemmetry of the PC is broken for certain direction, for this figure it is about the y-axis. So the wave transmission is quite different in x direction and y direction.Along the x-dirction, the wave transmission is one-way in certain frequency range and a range of incident angels.And this one-way wave transmission caused by both P and T symmetry breaking is experimentally observed in our group recently.There for the question is:



?  How to use one-way bulk 
modes to  control the wave 
beam propagation in PC? 

?  Is there any potential 
applications of one-way wave  
beam ? 

• Motivation 

• Our method:  
 Self-collimated one-way wave  beam 
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The question is come from the fact that light beams is broadening as they propagate, which limits their applicationsSince we are concern about the self-collimation of the wave, I’ll talk about the a little of Self-collimated  wave  beam



Gaussian bean in Si  slab 

H. Kosaka, et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 74, 
1212-1214 (1999) 

Gaussian bean in PC 
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1. All the incident light in a wide range of angle will goes in same direction in the PC. So the wave beam will stays aligned along its axis. Not broaden as they propagate.2. Guide the wave with self-collimation has some advantages compared with the defect modes in PC. For example, it does not need very high index contrast between the background and inclusion, and it is to couple with incident wave. 



PC ? One-way wave beam 
? Tunable wave beam direction 
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Presentation Notes
The two main problems in PC is: (1) the wave beam propagation is bi-directional, and in some application it indeed need a one-way transmission, such as isolators or circulator in integrate optical circuits. (2) It can not tune the light bean in different directions. It only can goes in a determined way. So it is not easy to change the lack of the flexcibility of 



 Self collimated one-way light in 
magnetic photonic crystals 

MPC consists of YIG rods .  
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Now I go to talk about how to form a self-collimated one-wave wave beam.We use 2D magnetic PC as I mentioned above, the semi-circle rods to break the parity symmety of the PC in certain direction.and we calculate  band structure calculation, which is affected by the materials you used, the structure of the PC and structure paremeters, and one more the bias smagnetic field.In the frequency range mark in yellow, we can find the band is asemmeytral with respect to the \gamma point at center, which indicated the existance of non-reciperocal wave beam transmission. But the wave beam may be broadenning or self-collimated as it prapagates in the PC. So we have further to calculate EFC of the band of interest to look for some flat bands which is needed for self-collimation of wave beam in PC  



Between the incident angle  19°-27°, the 
transmitted waves  are non-reciprocal in 
opposite directions 

@17.8 GHz 
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We do so. Here, I shown a contour plot at 17.8 GHz. The contour is in flat except at the cornors. The contour has a shif along the y-axis, that causes at given incident angles, in opposite incident directions the wave states may totally different. The range of incident angles for one-way transmission is related to the configuration of the unit cell and magnetic field.  



Robustness of wave beam transmission 

One line rods removed  two line rods removed  

The self-collimated one-way wave shows 
robustness on some level for some kind of 
defects  
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For the one-way wave, the robustneen wave transmission is often asked.For this, we calculated the wave beam traveling when some lines of rods are removed.If one line is removed, the wave beam is I almost not affected the defects.However, if more line is removed, the reflection at the defects is observed. So on some level, the self-collimated wave is robust to some defect.



f=10 % f=14 % 

f=19 % f=25 % 
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Similar to those of the conventional PCs, the shape of EFCbands of the GPCs depend on the unit cell configurations. Bytuning the filling factor of the GPC, the asymmetrical bandsof the GPCs can cause the body waves to self-collimatewithin the PCs.



Bias magnetic field alters the area 
bounded by the EFCs.  

The bias magnetic field changes 
the value of the energy band but 
not its shape 

H=1000 Oe 

H=1600 Oe 



 Bending the self collimated one-way light 
by gradient magnetic field 

At constant incident angle and working frequency, 
the direction of refracted wave changes with 
magnitude of the bias magnetic field 

Power flow 
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44 by 75 rod arrray



Bending loss is small 
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In the electric field distribution shown in the image, we can observe the direction of the wave beam the gradually changes is direction which is impossible in conventional PC.Because the contour slopes at the corners are not as flat as they are at other points on the EFC map, the self-collimation of thewave beam at the point is not as effective as it is at other parts of the wave channel. Therefore, we can identifybroadening of the field profile at the turning pointWe calculate the loss of the beam bending. We recorded the field distribution along a line which intersecs the wave beam before and after wave tunning



More bending of the wave beam:     

Depend on the bias magnetic 
field distribution 

R1: uniformly biased, H0=1000 Oe  
R2: biased by a gradient magnetic 
field  ∆H=35 Oe/rod  
R3: same as R2, opposite  gradient 
direction. 
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If we need more wave beam bending, how can we do that?We can divide the PC into different areas, each area is provided different magnetic field .



 Applications  

input Output_1 

Output_2 

H=H1(r) 

H=H2(r) 

In dynamic bias magnetic configuration 
MPC functions as: 
1. one input and multiple outputs 

“EM diode” 
2. Switches  

 
3. Tunable connector In optic circuits  

 

uniform H 

Non-uniform H 



Summary  

• Self-collimated one-way wave is demonstrated in 
gyromagnetic photonic crystals with PT 
symmetry.  

• One-way light beam can be steered in different 
directions by gradient magnetic fields 

• The ability to steer one-way light beams could 
have a variety of applications in optical circuits. 
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